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Citizen Science

“Scientific research conducted, in whole or in part, by amateur 
or non professional scientists”

Members of the public are seen as key components in 
advancing knowledge about the sustainable use and 

management of the natural environment

Strikes a balance between scientific, educational, societal and 
policy goals

Davies, 2013



Not new – Natural History Societies

Amateur naturalists

Local knowledge

Movement for volunteers to get involved in data collection

Knowledge of marine environments

New technologies

Citizen Science



A note on Citizen Science

Newman et al., 2003, Conrad & Hitchey 2011

Benefits 

Increased 
Environmental 

Democracy

Scientific Literacy

Public 
inclusion in 
local issues

Benefits to governments

Benefits to local 
environments 

being monitored

Scientists 
more aware of 

local 
knowledge 

and expertise

Creation of 
stewardship ethic



A note on Citizen Science

Newman et al., 2003, Conrad & Hitchey 2011

Concerns 

Data collection 
issues

Organisational issues

Data use 
issues

Funding

Lack of 
participation 
objectivity

Lack of 
volunteer 
interest

Lack of 
networking 

opportunities

Data fragmentation

Data 
inaccuracy

Information access challenges



A note on Citizen Science

Newman et al., 2003, Conrad & Hitchey 2011

Recommendations 

Appropriate survey 
design

Input from professional scientists

Increasing 
use through 
data validity

Education

Positive 
reinforcement

Collaboration 
with other 

organisations

Validation 
of volunteer 

data

Publication 
of data

Appropriate training, 
reinforcement and 

collaboration



Tractable databases are crucial to monitor the impacts of climate change

Knowledge of abundance and geographic ranges was lacking in the north east 
of England

Often constraints of manpower 

Citizen Science offers a way of overcoming this shortfall and fill in gaps

Building up long term databases

Background



Aims

• To engage the wider community with their natural environment through a 
programme of environmental monitoring surveys 

• Promote a greater understanding, appreciation and stewardship of the coast 
resulting in a greater advocacy of the coast by local communities

• To understand the limitations of monitoring using local communities

• To assess the robustness of volunteer data



• Actively audit species distributions and ecological dynamics in    intertidal 
areas

•Address data gaps
• Indicators of change
• Invasive non-native species
• Changes in Phenology

•To assess the robustness of volunteer data

Aims



Structure

Individual Surveys
Volunteers choose species

Volunteers choose the shore 

Volunteers choose how often

Mini Team Projects
Specific projects focussed on targeted species

Big Biodiversity Days
Three sites

Regional trends

Seasonal changes



Structure



Structure

Difficulty of Training
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Structure

Interest of Training
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Structure

Have you learnt anything new
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Individual Surveys

Structure



Response

Trained 360 volunteers in the project, 253 (70%) continuing to take part
MAINTAINED RETENTION RATE

190 volunteers with kit out surveying
DATA CONTINUING TO BE SENT IN

Big Sea Survey began May 2010

135,000 species records collected in three and a half years
With rare species being monitored and recorded



Response



The Wider Project





Response





Knowledge



Wider Perceived Benefits



Data Robustness

vs



Data Robustness

P = 0.717



Lessons Learnt

Many demands on a project of this type

Broad section of society

Not re-inventing the wheel but engaging with similar projects and 
working together

Limit species choice

Robustness of data – VITAL for this type of project and for promoting 
the use of the data



Summary

The future of Citizen Science:
•Engagement of volunteers
•Training of volunteers 
•Networks of volunteers and projects

Citizen Science has the power to connect the public with the 
environment and promote its stewardship

For Marine Conservation to be a success there needs to be public buy in

BUT projects need to address concerns 



Questions?

Contact: Heather Sugden, 01912223059 
heather.sugden@ncl.ac.uk
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